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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

The term “Internet of Things” was originally coined by technologist Kevin Ashton in 1998 

during a presentation to Proctor and Gamble, in which he forecasted: “Adding radio-frequent 

identification and sensors to everyday objects will create an Internet of Things, and lay the 

foundations of a new age in machine perception.”1 The “Internet of things”— acronymically known 

as IoT—describes a class of objects that are embedded with identifiers or recognizable by sensors 

that continuously collect digital information and communicate it to other like devices.2 Use of such 

“smart” objects is poised to grow exponentially. Experts predict that there will be about 50-75 

billion sensor-based devices connected to the Internet by 20203, and one trillion by 2025.4 

At first blush, a world with ubiquitous IoT-connectivity sounds cheerfully futuristic, a glossy 

reflection of high-level efficiency and human achievement. However, upon further investigation, an 

IoT-dominated world unavoidably brings to light a number of legal and policy concerns. Specifically, 

the proliferation of IoT products in the home and subsequent engorgement of connectivity among 

those products will produce a host of consumer protection and privacy issues. The “Internet of 

Things” has potential to erode many of the protections traditionally afforded by privacy law—

especially so, as those technologies gradually evolve from functioning as opt-in features to those that 

are standard, included by default. Of course, this is not unique to just the “Internet of Things”; new-

age and emerging technologies (such as gene therapy) and relatively nascent industries are rapidly 

																																																								
1 Scott R. Peppet, Regulating the Internet of Things: First Steps Toward Managing Discrimination, Privacy, Security, and Consent, 93 
Tex. L. Rev. 85, 89, n.13 (2014) [hereinafter Regulating the Internet of Things] (citing Kevin Ashton, That Internet of Things‘ 
Thing, RFID J. (Jun. 22 2009)).  
2 See Andrew G. Ferguson, The Internet of Things and the Fourth Amendment of Effects, 104 Cal. L. Rev. (forthcoming 2016). 
3 Tony Danova, “Morgan Stanley: 75 Billion Devices Will Be Connected To The Internet Of Things By 2020”, Business 
Insider (Oct. 2, 2013), http://www.businessinsider.com/75-billion-devices-will-be-connected-to-the-internet-by-2020-
2013-10 (“Cisco thinks about 50 billion devices will be connected by 2020, after coming out with an earlier analysis in 
January that claimed 8.7 billion connected devices in 2012. A separate analysis from Morgan Stanley feels that number 
can actually be as high as 75 billion”).  
4 Bill Wasik, “Welcome to the Programmable World”, Wired (May 14, 2013), 
http://www.wired.com/gadgetlab/2013/05/internet-of-things.  
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developing beyond the contours of American law, leaving in their wake nervous regulators 

scrambling to keep up.  

Privacy law in the U.S. is proving to be increasingly ill-suited to capture the contemporary 

privacy concerns and harms arising out of emerging tech. The pervasive use of “smart” products in 

the home and the wealth of mineable data embedded within them make the IoT industry especially 

ripe for violations of privacy. In the most basic terms: While the Fourth Amendment and piecemeal 

legislation are charged with addressing privacy concerns against state and corporate interests, 

respectively, the scope of the current statutory architecture is nonetheless too limited and spatial in 

nature, as it largely fails to address most types of consumer data collected by commercial entities. 

There are several reasons as to why this is the case. First, because U.S. privacy regulation has taken 

on a silos-based construction, it tends to only adequately cover narrow circumstances such as data 

breaches in the healthcare and financial sectors (i.e., the unauthorized disclosure of patient health 

information and sensitive financial information). Second, the third party doctrine—a product of 

Fourth-Amendment jurisprudence—substantially confines the aperture of one’s “reasonable 

expectation of privacy.” Under the doctrine, those who voluntarily share information with third 

parties (including corporations) are thought to have no reasonable expectation of privacy as to that 

information.”5 In effect, the Fourth Amendment does not preclude companies from sharing data 

with the government, despite the fact that it primarily exists to protect persons from warrantless 

searches by law enforcement.  

Apart from privacy legislation that is operative in slim, carved-out contexts, the corporate 

sector’s approach towards managing consumer privacy is primarily defined by industry self-

regulation. Most companies, then, choose to fulfill notice and choice requirements merely by 

																																																								
5 John Villasenor, “What You Need to Know about the Third-Party Doctrine”, The Atlantic (Dec. 30, 2013), 
http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2013/12/what-you-need-to-know-about-the-third-party-
doctrine/282721/. 
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embedding important disclosures—i.e., those that address the collection, use and sharing of 

consumer data—into lengthy and complicated terms of service and/or privacy policy documents. 

These documents are often indecipherable to the lay consumer. This problem is further exacerbated 

by IoT products because their user interfaces are not designed to condition use of the product on 

one’s reading and agreeing to a terms of service or privacy policy. To add to that, consumers do not 

possess any recognized right to commercial data that is collected about them. Ergo: when applied in 

the context of IoT, the third party doctrine, along with a general lack of legislation targeting third-

party disclosure of collected, data places consumers squarely in the palms of corporate interests. As 

use of household IoT products grows with breathtaking speed, the average consumer will inevitably 

be exposed to unprecedented surveillance on several fronts—law enforcement, commercial entities, 

cyber-criminals, and more. 

Much ink has been spilled over IoT’s potential to effectively gut the statutory warrant 

scheme that governs law enforcement. There is comparatively less coverage, however, on the private 

sector’s problematic use of consumer data embedded in IoT products.  Therefore, this paper will 

primarily focus on household IoT devices as a means to illustrate the scope of legal and policy harms 

that such products may present for consumer privacy in the commercial space. The analysis offered 

in the below sections will seek to do the following: (i) weigh the costs and benefits of IoT 

technologies; (ii) articulate the effects IoT products in the consumer space—namely within one’s 

home—might have on consumer privacy; (iii) assess the existing rift between the current regulatory 

regime and passive data collection by IoT devices; and (iv) offer possible recommendations to 

bridge that gap and strike a balance between two key competing interests—that is, encouraging 

innovation and market efficiency while safeguarding consumer protection values. In doing so, this 

paper will unspool key questions arising out of the insertion of IoT-connectivity into society: What 

is the proper scope of protection for a person’s data privacy within his or her “smart home” (one 
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that’s connected to a “smart grid” in a “smart city”) against encroaching corporate interests? And, 

who should own the treasure trove of user data that is collected by IoT devices—the type that, when 

contextualized, captures a person’s individually identifiable digital fingerprint: the company or the 

individual?  

II.  WHAT IS THE “INTERNET OF THINGS”? –A BRIEF HISTORY AND OVERVIEW OF IOT 
AND THE FLOOD OF CHANGE IT WILL BRING TO SOCIETY 

 
The “Internet of Things” is based on the premise that, as devices become increasingly 

interconnected and interactive with each other, the more the Internet will comprise of “things” 

rather than just people and computers. As one scholar describes this new, interlocking digital 

landscape: 

The Internet of Things will connect everything with everyone in an integrated 
global social network. People, machines, natural resources, production lines, 
logistics, networks, consumption habits, recycling flows, and virtually every other 
aspect of economic and social life will be linked via sensors and software to the 
IoT platform, continually feeding big data to every node—businesses, homes, 
vehicles—moment to moment, in real time.6  
 

Put simply, the grand vision of IoT is a community entrenched with networked intelligent objects to 

a high degree of detail, where every car, refrigerator, and tea kettle will be able to be distinguished 

and tracked by its embedded RFID chip and inter-communicate constantly and seamlessly in real 

time to create a much more efficient world.  

At the time Mr. Ashton fashioned the term “Internet of Things,” there was a sense was that 

RFID chips could be utilized to order, track and study manufacturing processes in a novel way. 

Though, the idea of networked manufacturing processes originated in the late 1980s7, and early 

developments of such technologies were primarily centered on manufacturing infrastructures. In 

fact, the use of RFID tags and sensors was the impetus of a revolution in industrial design and 

																																																								
6 Jeremy Rifkin, The Zero Marginal Cost Society: The Internet of Things, The Collaborative Commons, and the Eclipse of Capitalism, 11 
(2014).  
7 Andrew G. Ferguson, The Internet of Things and the Fourth Amendment of Effects, 104 Cal. L. Rev. 805, 807 at note 4(2016) 
(citing A Special Report on Smart Systems: A Sea of Sensors by the Economist). 
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processing; “smart factories” were created to rely on sensor-based technology to organize, monitor 

and track manufacturing processes and worker productivity.8 And, manufacturing companies 

harnessed this data to speed up delivery times, regulate inventory, and improve outputs.9  

Unsurprisingly, it was not long before consumer companies likewise realized they could use 

such technologies to manage their industrial needs. Nowadays, such companies can track virtually 

every item on the supply chain up to the point of sale through RFID chips and sensors.10 In the 

words of legal scholar Andrew Ferguson: 

Inventories could be managed with real-time precision. Retail sales could be 
targeted at the micro level. Further, for more sophisticated items, sensors could 
warn of needed repairs and performance outcomes. The result was a series of local 
networks that allowed for the sophistication of data, useful for improving 
efficiencies in the commercial arena.11  
 

Even public services including fixed infrastructure such as roads, hospitals, and museum attractions 

have utilized the efficiency and precise tracking capabilities afforded by wireless sensors.12

 Governments, too, increasingly want in on the action. Many are incorporating IoT into their 

long-term strategies and allocating significant portions of their overall budget towards this end. 

Indeed, “smart cities,” “smart industries,” “smart grids,” etc., are commonly used buzzwords in 

many governments’ national IT policies. China has heavily invested in IoT technologies by 

incorporating it into its 12th Five Year Plan, which was released in 2012 and propelled by an aim to 

scale China’s IoT market to $163 billion by 2020.13 (It appears that paid off: The market value of 

																																																								
8 Ferguson, The Internet of Things and the Fourth Amendment of Effects at 814. 
9 Id. 
10 Laura Hildner, Defusing the Threat of RFID: Protecting Consumer Privacy Through Technology-Specific Legislation at the State Level, 
41 Harv. C.R.-C.L. L. Rev. 133, 135 (2006).  
11 Ferguson, The Internet of Things and the Fourth Amendment of Effects at 814-815. 
12 Id. at  815 (citing B.A. Li, Smart Transportation Service Based on Social Computing and SOA, 54-56 in Remote Sensing and 
Smart City (Chou T. ed), discussing how public transportation can be improved by IoT technologies).  
13 Kevin Voigt, “China looks to lead the Internet of Things”, CNN (Dec. 3, 2012), 
http://edition.cnn.com/2012/11/28/business/china-internet-of-things 
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China’s IoT industry in 2015 was said to be worth more than $80.5 billion.14) To add to that, in 

2014, China’s Ministry of Industry and Information Technology announced an $8 billion RMB fund 

of its own for investment in smart city research and products.15 Indeed, more than 90 percent of 

China’s local municipalities and provinces have listed IoT as a pillar industry in their development 

plans, and the central government has selected 202 cities to pilot IoT-oriented smart city projects.16 

And, in its 13th Five Year Plan, China made its IoT-oriented policy—dubbed “Internet Power” 

(wangluo qiangguo)—a central component.17 In Europe, at the opening of the continent’s largest 

technology show, CeBit 2014, Prime Minister David Cameron unveiled a set of measures to 

encourage investment in IoT, including a £45 million budget for IoT projects (tripling what was 

already available) and a £1 million EU grant fund for companies investing in IoT.18 In India, Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi announced a $1.2 billion investment to introduce urban centers with 

sensors that would monitor general security, traffic flows, water and energy usage, and then send 

that information to city officials.19  

In the early 2000s, the dialogue surrounding sensor-based tech started to expand into what 

could be achieved if sensors were used to communicate over the web. Companies realized that the 

then-ordinary items could provide valuable, intimate information about consumer habits and 

preferences. By inserting sensors into consumer products, any company could now access and 

analyze otherwise hidden consumer behavioral patterns, insights useful for future marketing 

																																																								
14 See International Data Corporation, “China’s ICT Market Direction Takes Shape For The 13th Five-Year Plan Period”, 
(Nov. 13, 2015), https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prCHE40612915. 
15 Matthew Fulco, “Poised for Takeoff: China’s Internet of Things”, CKGSB Knowledge (Sept. 24, 2015), 
http://knowledge.ckgsb.edu.cn/2015/09/24/technology/poised-for-takeoff-chinas-internet-of-things/. 
16 GSMA, How China Is Scaling The Internet of Things, Jul. 2015, at 4, available at http://www.gsma.com/newsroom/wp-
content/uploads/16531-China-IoT-Report-LR.pdf. 
17 Scott D. Livingston, “Assessing China’s Plan to Build Internet Power”, ChianFile (Jan. 7, 2016), 
https://www.chinafile.com/reporting-opinion/media/assessing-chinas-plan-build-internet-power. 
18 Deacute Athow, “UK to collaborate with Germany on 5G, Internet of Things”, Tech Radar (Mar. 10, 2014), 
http://www.in.techradar.com/news/computing/UK-to-collaborate-with-Germany-on-5G-Internet-of-
Things/articleshow/38580173.cms. 
19 Sandhya Jaideep, “Connecting the world one billion IoT devices as a time”, TIE Silicon Valley (Sept. 22, 2014), 
http://sv.tie.org/connecting-world-one-billion-iot-devices-time/. 
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strategies. What were previously considered static and so-called “dumb” objects, through sensor-

based technologies, transformed into enhanced, connected communication tools that reveal users’ 

paths, habits, interests, and lives to companies and law enforcement alike.  

The impact of intercommunication among sensors via the Internet will be unlike anything 

seen before. Much like how “big data” is mined for personalized information about users, IoT data 

offers a level of insight and detail about a consumer that is remarkably granular. However, likening 

IoT to “big data” analytics may understate its true impact. IoT data is more like an extrapolated and 

exaggerated version of “big data,” especially in terms of the level of detail the data unveils about a 

person. To illustrate by way of analogy: A two-dimensional blueprint reveals quite a bit about a 

building’s measurements, floor plans, and more. But a three- (sometimes four- or five-) dimensional 

BIM (“building information model,” a digital file type) can be used to manage a facility to a much 

higher degree of precision, post-construction. For example, BIMs allow architects and planners to 

view the physical and functional characteristics of a place—that is, the location of pipes and wiring, 

information related to each specific part used in the building’s construction, and much more.20 Put 

differently: Amazon.com might know you purchased new running shoes, but it is the “FitBits” of the 

world that know whether, where, when, and for how long you used their product. Consider the fact 

that people surf the Internet on personal home computers and their posts on social media can be 

seen, liked and shared by their audience—all of which exists outside of the home. Data collected inside 

one’s home by IoT devices, however, materially differs from data that is mined on the Internet and 

social media. Posting online is not “private” in the same sense as, say, the decision to prepare a 

dinner for one and consume it while watching competitive cooking shows on the living room 

“smart” TV. (Of course, that is not to say that social media users should harbor zero expectations of 

privacy on the Internet.)  

																																																								
20 Benchmark Group, Inc., http://www.teamofchoice.com/architects-and-building-information-modeling-libraries/ (last 
visited Mar. 24, 2016). 
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Finding ourselves in the midst of impending IoT-ubiquity, we might one day consider 

household devices that conform to an individual consumer’s preferences based on collected data to 

be unexceptional and (ironically) ordinary forms of technology. Some day, your “smart” 

coffeemaker might know to start brewing your favorite coffee blend the instant you turn off your 

“smart” shower, such that by the time you get to the kitchen, your to-go coffee will be ready. Your 

“smart” car might know to set up an appointment with your preferred mechanic when it senses 

something has gone awry internally. Your shirt buttons might function as heart monitors that notify 

your doctor upon detecting cardiovascular irregularities. At the outset, access to such a robust 

spread of raw data fosters a technological ecosystem that is ripe for innovation and advancement 

and that very well may result in the betterment of society. However, the lesions in consumer privacy 

caused by IoT data collection should give one due pause, especially as the tech industry has put its 

collective weight behind the eventual insertion of IoT in almost every facet of public and private life.  

What should come into sharper focus, then, is the fact that commercial interests—more so 

than any government agency or legislative body—are steering the trajectory of IoT insertion. Entire 

businesses are emerging that are solely dedicated to identifying individual smartphones via wireless 

signals and then direct personalized ads and services at that consumer.21 What is called “geofencing” 

is increasingly becoming a popular method for vendors to target certain customers in order to 

maximize sales. A hardware shop owner can create a specific “geofence” around her shop that, 

when triggered, will send coupons, offers, and deals-of-the-day to targeted customers who enter the 

“geofence,” dramatically increasing the likelihood a purchase will take place. Sensor-enabled 

advertising is not just limited to storefronts. Clear Channel Outdoor, which is one of the largest 

outdoor advertising companies in the U.S., has recently started a program called Radar that “will use 

billboards to map real-world habits and behaviors from nearby consumers,” allowing advertisers to 

																																																								
21 Ferguson, The Internet of Things and the Fourth Amendment of Effects at 821-822.  
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plan and buy billboard space to reach specific behavioral audience segments.22 Use of such 

advertising increases efficiency, as people are exposed to personalized ads featuring goods and 

services that are more likely to pique their interests. Of course, many people are irked by the idea 

that companies are curating their shopping experience to their supposed tastes. Beyond advertising, 

a more controversial example of sensor-based targeting surprisingly arises in the context of abortion 

clinics. Pro-life groups in Boston have recently started using mobile marketing techniques to directly 

send pro-life literature to a woman’s phone while she is in the clinic waiting room.23 So, sensor-

based technologies are used to administer not only behavioral advertising, but also spread social and 

political views.  

Over time, much like how technologies like OnStar are becoming standard features in newer 

car models24, embedded sensors in a large range of ordinary objects will likewise cease to be opt-in 

technologies. Automatic sensors will eventually be built into homes, cars, offices, recreational spaces, 

etc. This is because these features, when included for “free,” offer high levels of convenience for 

consumers who, then, are not incentivized to think about what, beyond money, they are paying in 

exchange for such features. Because many convenience-oriented IoT services begin the seamless 

collection of data at the moment of first use, many consumers on the receiving end are not even 

aware of the fact that many objects in their possession are radiating trails of data, which detail highly 

personal aspects of their private lives. “Internet of Things devices are often small, screenless, and 

lacking an input mechanism such as a keyboard or touch screen,” as legal scholar Scott R. Peppet 

																																																								
22 Merrit Kennedy, “Advertising Company Will Use Its Billboards To Track Passing Cellphones”, National Public Radio 
(Feb. 29, 2016), http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2016/02/29/468598100/using-billboards-company-will-
collect-personal-information-to-help-advertisers. 
23 Sharona Coutts, “Anti-Choice Groups Use Smartphone Surveillance to Target ‘Abortion-Minded Women’ During 
Clinic Visits”, Rewire (May 25, 2016), https://rewire.news/article/2016/05/25/anti-choice-groups-deploy-smartphone-
surveillance-target-abortion-minded-women-clinic-visits/. 
24 Press Release, General Motors Corporation, OnStar and StabiliTrak to Become Standard Equipment on GM Vehicles 
(Jan 30, 2005), available at http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/onstar-and-stabilitrak-to-become-standard-
equipment-on-gm-vehicles-54157072.html. 
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puts it, “[a] fitness tracker, for example, may have small lights and perhaps a tiny display, but no 

means to confront a user with a privacy policy or secure consent.”25  

In short, the widespread insertion of IoT connectivity into both the public and private 

spheres of life is certainly foreseeable. And, en route to eventual ubiquity, such technologies will 

increasingly be included as standard and pre-packaged features of an increasing number of once-

ordinary, now-smart objects. Consequently, consumers will be increasingly probed by outside parties 

for personalized information and privacy protections currently in place will erode in face of such 

development. Thus, it is vital to weigh the costs and benefits of IoT technologies—especially, use of 

them in the “home,” which has long been considered a constitutionally protected area. 

III.  IOT PRODUCTS IN THE CONSUMER SPACE: THE FUNCTIONAL COSTS & BENEFITS  

Concerns about consumer privacy inevitably arise in the context of IoT, especially when 

every detail of private life—a person’s sleeping patterns, exercise habits, food intake, etc.—is 

rendered quantifiable by IoT technology, and are then harnessed to form highly accurate inferences 

about a consumer or group of consumers. A lay consumer may unknowingly and continuously be 

exposed to predictive surveillance by third parties, including parties that are driven by commercial 

and/or state interests. Put simply, seamless data collection and communication capabilities yield 

commercially exploitable exposure. Yet, at the same time, the benefits of IoT cannot be ignored. 

Such technologies introduce an unprecedented level of efficiency that is decidedly beneficial for 

society, overall. Ergo, as use of IoT grows in the consumer market, it seems that two key competing 

interests come to light: 1) maintaining technological advancement and innovation in society through 

insightful data analytics; and, 2) protecting individual privacy within the home against potentially 

encroaching commercial and state actors. 

																																																								
25 Peppet, Regulating the Internet of Things, 93 Tex. L. Rev. 85, 140 (2014). 
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Fashioning products to meet consumer interests at an extremely personal level has turned 

into a rapidly growing and rather lucrative industry, with many big tech companies throwing their 

hats into the ring.26 Google, Inc.’s Nest Labs is a prime example of the convergence of big data 

analytics and IoT. It provides a glimpse into future trends in innovation centered on turning once-

mundane household appliances into a sophisticated, highly personalized network of devices that 

continuously communicate digital data internally. Nest Labs’ products (e.g., Nest Learning 

Thermostat, Nest Cam, Nest Protect) work in concert to make consumers’ lives more comfortable, 

while simultaneously cutting down on wasted energy. To achieve this end, Nest’s software monitors 

and records how its home thermostat devices are used and builds up an individualized profile of the 

consumer, allowing the devices to intelligently “set” themselves. And, aggregating and comparing 

the thermostat data across all of its consumers allows the company to “glean accurate pictures of 

energy use across communities and the wider world.”27 It is easy to see the value of using a product 

like Nest Learning Thermostat to the consumer, since it gradually works to eliminate inefficiencies 

by molding itself to a particular consumer’s habitual uses and preferences with respect to his or her 

home’s A/C and heating systems.   

Even toys are becoming “smart” in order to enhance child playtime. Mattel, Inc. recently 

revealed a new version of Barbie as the world’s first interactive Barbie doll. “Smart” Barbie uses 

voice recognition technology (much like that of Apple’s Siri) to collect and understand what a child 

is saying to Barbie and then to respond. Connecting to Wi-Fi, it understands and responds to 

complex natural language patterns and “can answer questions built on data gleaned from previous 

																																																								
26 Melanie Swan, Sensor Mania! The Internet of Things, Wearable Computing, Objective Metrics, and the Quantified Self 2.0 J. Sens. 
Actuator Netw. 2012, 1, 217-253 at 218; doi:10.3390/jsan1030217 (“It is estimated that 90% of new vehicles sold in 2020 
will have on-board connectivity platforms, as compared with 10% in 2012.”).  
27 Bernard Marr, “Google’s Nest: Big Data and the Internet of Things in the Connected Home”, Forbes (Aug. 5, 2015), 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2015/08/05/googles-nest-big-data-and-the-internet-of-things-in-the-
connected-home/#1321a46358a1. 
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conversations with the child, such as ‘what should I be when I grow up?’”.28 Televisions, too, are 

increasingly “smart” and possess the ability to routinely intercept and record conversations 

consumers have within their homes through voice recognition systems.29 In fact, the proliferation of 

IoT products is so widespread that there is a dedicated Twitter account, called @internetofshit, 

which regularly features what it considers comical examples of once-ordinary home appliances 

“ruined by putting the [I]nternet in them!” A recently ridiculed product was a smart bottle opener 

that messages a user’s friends when he or she opens a beer.30  

Notwithstanding humorous examples of IoT-infusion into previously dumb objects, IoT 

technologies certainly confer widespread benefits onto several industries and public services. IoT has 

much to offer in terms of innovation, consumer customization and satisfaction, industrial efficiency, 

market efficiency, and much more. For example, smart electric grids monitor real-time usage across 

large geographic areas. In fact, such technology is used as a means towards reaching pinpoint-level 

efficiency in a wide range of contexts: automatic sensors monitor license plates to measure traffic 

flow; iPhone camera sensors recognize human faces in real-time; environmental sensors measure a 

range of safety concerns including air quality, barometric pressure, carbon monoxide, etc.31 Some 

semiconductor foundries are even attempting to build what are known as “lights-out factories,” 

where sensors eliminate the need for employees entirely.32 Sensor-based technologies exist almost 

everywhere on Earth—even above and below it. Sensors enable the Mars rover Curiosity, for 

example, to search for water and signs of life and report back on what it finds.33 Sensors can even be 

																																																								
28 Samuel Gibbs, “Privacy fears over ‘smart’ Barbie that can listen to your kids”, The Guardian (Mar. 13, 2015), 
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/mar/13/smart-barbie-that-can-listen-to-your-kids-privacy-fears-
mattel. 
29 Samuel Gibbs, “Samsung’s voice-recording smart TVs breach privacy law, campaigners claim”, The Guardian (Feb. 27, 
2015), https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/feb/27/samsung-voice-recording-smart-tv-breach-privacy-law-
campaigners-claim. 
30 Internet of Shit (internetofshit). “ARGHHHHHHHHHHHHH”. 19 May 2016, 7:30 a.m. Tweet.  
31 See Ferguson, The Internet of Things and the Fourth Amendment of Effects at 816. 
32 Robert Scobel & Shel Israel, Age of Context: Mobile, Sensors, Data and the Future of Privacy 11 (2006). 
33 Id.  
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orally consumed. In 2015, the Federal Drug Administration approved a drug, whose pills come with 

embedded ingestible sensors, which can measure medication-taking patterns and physiologic 

response and then communicate that information to the patient and his or her physician.34 Perhaps 

the most impressive development in sensor-based technologies is “neural dust,” which is an 

implantable system of dust-sized wireless sensors that enable “large-scale, parallel, and real-time 

monitoring of neurons” and communicate with the brain via ultrasound.35 What is remarkable about 

IoT technology is its potential for widespread applicability and growth. The number of IoT devices 

far outpaces the number of humans on the planet; IoT-devices led the way by 5.5 billion in 2011 and 

that gap is poised to exponentially widen over time. Thus, in face of a high sensor-to-human 

proportion, much of the world’s population will likely enjoy the benefits brought on by the 

widespread, global push for heavy investment in and development of IoT-connectivity.  

However, the substantial implications on privacy should also be given equal treatment. 

Essentially, IoT is, by design, a system of surveillance. Widespread use of sensor-based technologies 

and the correspondingly diminishing scope of privacy rights are two sides of the same coin. IoT 

insertion into common household products, coupled with a high likelihood of such features 

becoming standard, blurs the once-stark distinction between public and private spheres of life. IoT 

devices may very well transform a lay consumer’s place of shelter, that is, his or her “home”—

traditionally, an area afforded the highest level of constitutional protection—into a “black box” of 

sorts. As innovation and efficiency are introduced by IoT, the “home” increasingly morphs into a 

nexus of integrated IoT technologies, chalk-full of intimate and raw data about a person’s life that 

can presumably be inspected, compared, aggregated, and inferred upon by outside parties. Though, 
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it should be noted that, there is a possibility that the future impact of IoT is being overstated by 

privacy advocates, that RFID chips being attached to, say, coffee mugs may simply function to 

improve the experience of going to coffee shops and nothing more.36 Regardless of whether the 

latter ends up being true, it is important in general for the community to continually assess and 

reassess the scope of risks that nascent, emerging technologies potentially present.  

Privacy law experts have traditionally distinguished the concept of “privacy” from that of 

“data protection”—though both are linked in theme, privacy has been “about a space where one 

and one’s intimate circle are free from the scrutiny and judgment of others . . . [whereas data 

protection] has always been about the wise use of data transformed into information to serve the 

needs of individuals and/or a community.”37 In other words, to them, privacy encompasses family 

life within the home—that is, one’s right to be free from scrutiny and to control his or her thoughts. 

Data protection, on the other hand, goes beyond privacy to the full range of rights associated with 

the use of information; it is, in essence, a check on the inappropriate use of power that may occur 

when organizations hold and process data. At present, data protection amounts to passing sector-

specific legislation to cover the fair use of data such as credit reporting data; it has been “less about 

control and more about the fair application by lenders and employers who hold power positions.”38 

However, the rapid evolution of technology—especially with respect to widespread use of IoT 

devices in private life—should make one at least question the tenacity of the privacy/data-protection 

distinction. Now, the seamless collection of data by IoT household products that takes place within 

consumers’ homes leads to the convergence of core concerns espoused by both data protection and 

privacy. In the context of IoT-connectivity in the home, outside access to one’s data is effectively 
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access to the innards of one’s privacy. As Alan Westin famously wrote in his 1970 treatise on privacy 

within the home, people require "moments 'off stage' when the individual can be himself."39 Data 

collection in the context of the Internet of Things enables outside parties to sneak a peak behind 

closed curtains, capture one’s “off-stage” moments, and potentially use what they see to further their 

own interests over those of their customers.  

The larger point is that, companies that have IoT-collected data at their disposal wield 

tremendous discretionary power over consumers because the data gives them the ability to 

intimately understand who a particular consumer is. Today, smart phones, social media, data (both 

big and small), sensors, location-tracking capabilities, and more, have come together to construct a 

rich mosaic of any given user’s life patterns.40 And, these contextual technologies are only getting 

better at making increasingly precise inferences about individual consumers. In response to these 

concerns, many companies maintain that consumer data is made anonymous and aggregated. But IT 

and privacy experts contend that, even if de-identification can be effective, not all datasets are going 

to be rigorously anonymized. Even if data brokers use aggregated, non-personal data, there is a 

chance certain PII can be inferred, due to the fact that these data brokers have a wide breadth of 

information at their disposal and are able to draw fairly accurate conclusions about that data. “The 

essential feature of these sets of data that make re-identification feasible is that records of behavior 

from the same individual are linked to one another . . . The big problem is public release of data sets 

that have been poorly anonymized and sharing between private parties data sets that they consider 

not to contain personal information, when they definitely contain some sort of persistent identifier 

that could be trivially associated with an individual,” contends Joseph Lorenzo Hall, Chief 
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Technologist at the Center of Democracy & Technology.41 IoT-connectivity among common 

household items poses an even greater risk of containing a stray identifier that could pin down an 

individual consumer. In fact, many experts believe that the data might know you even better than 

you know yourself. Thus, the data mining industry and other like commercial interests would have 

much to gain from accessing and utilizing this kind of homegrown consumer data. 

Sensor-based technologies also pose a great deal of security concerns. First of all, sensors 

vary widely from highly secure to simple and exploitable, with equally varying levels of encryption 

and protection.42 Because of the high volume of sensors, many are designed cheaply sans robust 

security measures to meet the demand.43 In fact, FitBit devices and the personal information 

embedded within have already been hacked by researchers with relative ease.44 The electrical systems 

in some cars—especially in modern models—can even be remotely controlled through wireless 

signals.45 And even if the sensor within a given device is secure, the Wi-Fi network it connects and 

communicates data to may be vulnerable to surveillance in other ways. Hackers can access open Wi-

Fi networks as far as a mile away, capturing passwords, e-mail contents, and data transmitted over 

the network. They can even decrypt supposedly protected data.46 Even corporate entities can 

compromise consumer security. For example, Google’s Street View cars were accused of using 

software that saved data captured from unencrypted Wi-Fi networks without authorization. And, 

since the traffic was unencrypted, it could have contained private messages or even credit card 
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numbers. The FCC reported that, during January 2008 and April 2010, “Street View cars driving in 

the United States collected a total of approximately 200 gigabytes of payload data—200 billion bytes 

of information.”47 Top government officials have only recently begun to assess the cybersecurity 

risks and vulnerabilities that are inherent in IoT-connectivity. Earlier this year, during a live 

appearance before the Senate Armed Services Committee and the Senate Select Committee on 

Intelligence, James Clapper, U.S. Director of National Intelligence, for the first time suggested that 

the Internet of Things could be weaponized by governments.48 In sum, IoT devices present a higher 

risk of unauthorized access and misuse of information. At a minimum, it is clear that security 

concerns crop up in several points along the a data set’s journey from collection, to Wi-Fi 

transmission, and to its endpoint, where external parties access, handle and use that information.  

 Given the benefits as well as the privacy and security issues that arise from the insertion of 

IoT technologies into the consumer space, it is important to pinpoint where exactly gaps in the 

current legal regime exist in terms of consumer protection and privacy. This is especially important 

when considering such gaps in connection to how both first- and third-party entities use consumer 

data that is collected by IoT devices within the home to further their own interests over those of the 

consumer.  

IV.  A MULTI-FRONT ONSLAUGHT ON CONSUMER PRIVACY IN THE HOME 
 
A.  WHO’S AFTER YOUR VALUABLE DATA?  
 

Further developing and investing in IoT can improve consumer, commercial, health and 

other needs. At the same time, IoT also primes society for intrusive mass surveillance by several 

groups that seek to penetrate the sphere of privacy found within the home to access valuable 
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information. An ordinary consumer of IoT products consequently faces an onslaught of intrusions 

from several fronts—law enforcement, cyber-criminals, and corporate interests, to name a few. It is 

the latter group, however, that enjoys a unique position of power over data relative to the others: In 

the U.S.’s current legal regime, corporate entities are free to self-regulate to a remarkable extent and 

share/disclose data with third parties of their choice. Companies have benefited heavily from the 

fact that data collection of this nature has not yet made its way into enacted regulations. The 

government, on the other hand, is largely foreclosed by the Fourth Amendment from conducting 

unreasonable searches and seizures, including unreasonable searches and seizures of data embedded 

in IoT household products. And, cyber-criminal activity is simply illegal in both civil and criminal 

respects. Because industry self-regulation comprises a significant part of the U.S. approach to 

information privacy in the commercial context, U.S. consumers have little actual control over how 

companies collect, use and disclose their personally indefinable information (PII). While there is 

federal and state law that regulates companies’ collection and use of its consumers’ data, the extent 

of that regulation falls short of addressing contemporary privacy issues that stem from emerging 

technologies such as passive data collection in IoT devices. The proliferation of smart objects—

especially smart household products—brings with it the proliferation of advanced surveillance 

capabilities, a reality that statutory and/or constitutional law will soon need to address. 

Although companies are required to adhere to notice and choice requirements under current 

law, there is nothing to stop them from sharing consumer information with third parties under a 

regime of self-regulation. IoT companies, data miners and brokers, ISPs, etc., can broker collected 

consumer data for high dollar amounts, since big data analytics is in high demand and is speedily 

becoming an industry standard across many sectors.49 Companies are, first and foremost, profit-

generating entities and rationally act in ways to maximize their profits that often supersede consumer 
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interests. While Google and Microsoft today portray themselves as adherents to pro-privacy 

ideologies50, they could easily switch gears tomorrow, should it monetarily suit them to do so. In this 

way, companies yield tremendous discretion over how to handle consumer data. Consider Nest 

Labs’ home products, which at first blush, paint an idyllic vision of the future of home life, similar to 

that of the “‘Jetsons Home’ – the all-singing, all dancing robotic home we often picture when we 

think of the home of the future.”51 En route to achieving that ideal brings a real risk of significant 

encroachment upon consumer privacy, which should not merely be explained away by assurances 

furnished by corporate executives and senior management. “Trust is absolutely fundamental to 

everything we do – particularly in the home, which is sacred, psychologically – it is probably the 

place that is most private to you on Earth. So the notion of user trust has been a guiding principle in 

everything we have done” Lionel Paillet, General Manager of Nest Labs, has emphasized.52 

Regardless of whether or not this is accurate of Nest Labs, the consumer is ultimately still at the 

mercy of the company. CEO Tony Fadell has reiterated that Nest does not, and will not, share 

information, even anonymized, about its users’ behavior with anyone,53 but this could easily change 

should Nest decide to amend its policies and thereafter share its consumer data with third parties or 

even its parent company, Google.    

Even more, several companies have altogether disregarded the laws that function to limit 

their use and collection of consumer information. A cursory glance at the enforcement actions 

pursued by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) or the Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC) over the last decade will demonstrate with resounding clarity that, companies often do not 
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live up to the promises they make in their policies. For instance, in In Re Gateway, the FTC alleged 

that Gateway, Inc. had committed both unfair and deceptive trade practices by violating the terms of 

its own privacy policy and making retroactive changes to its privacy policy without notifying its 

customers.54 Its privacy policy specifically stated that, the company does not sell, rent or loan PII 

unless it has explicit consent, but does share with third parties. The policy also stated that if there 

were a material change to information usage practices that affect PII, the company would notify 

consumers of relevant changes on the site or via email. Despite this, Gateway began selling access to 

PII it had collected and changed the policy without notifying consumers.55  

Essentially, the main problem with the existing statutes that are available for consumer 

causes of action is that, they retroactively address data breaches and/or data misuse by companies—

that is, after harm to the consumer has already occurred. More pointedly, what this all should show is 

that, in terms of continually collecting and using consumer data from IoT devices within the home, 

the corporate sector—more so than any other interested group—can easily comply with feeble 

regulatory requirements while using legal means to exploit consumer data and violate consumer 

privacy.  

B.  AN ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT LEGAL REGIME: WHAT PROTECTIONS ARE IN 
PLACE IN TERMS OF IOT AND PRIVACY, AND TO WHAT EXTENT ARE THEY EFFECTIVE?  

 
i.  The Fourth Amendment  
 

As was mentioned in the above sections, law enforcement is generally foreclosed by the 

Fourth Amendment from conducting unreasonable searches or seizures of persons, including their 

houses, papers, and effects.56 This is because the Fourth Amendment, since its inception, has been 

an embodiment of the traditional American idea that, the prime danger to private sovereignty is that 
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the “sanctity of [our] home[s] will be breached by government actors.”57 To the American mind, 

what has traditionally mattered is sovereignty within one’s home; the right to privacy, at its 

metaphoric core, is a right to hide behind the walls of one’s own home. Moreover, the symbolic 

“home” deeply impacts the American conception of one’s “reasonable expectation of privacy” as 

well as the third party doctrine, both vastly important legal standards that circumscribe the scope of 

Fourth Amendment protections.58 

The stark line drawn at the threshold of the proverbial front door, demarcating what is 

inside and outside of the home, has long informed the legal standard of one’s “reasonable 

expectation of privacy” in a given circumstance—the primary standard that is used to determine 

whether an unreasonable search or seizure under the Fourth Amendment has taken place. This was 

strikingly evident, for example, in the Supreme Court decision in Veronica School District 47J v. Acton, 

which posed the question of whether high school athletes could be subjected to mandatory drug 

tests.59 In 1991, student James Acton was not allowed to participate in his athletic program after he 

and his parents refused to sign a consent form for drug testing. They subsequently filed a lawsuit 

against the school district. The Court held for the school district, reasoning that since athletes 

regularly showered together and thereby voluntarily exposed themselves through this “communal 

undress,” they are afforded a “reduced expectation of privacy” with respect to drug testing their 

urine. So, in the eyes of the Court, once a person “appears nude in public—even a highly restricted 

public—he has . . . at least partially surrendered his claim to privacy.”60 In other words, the level of 

privacy expected while undressing in a locker room ranked lower than that of, say, going nude 

within the confines of one’s home. Notably, it was not the nudity that was factored into one’s scope 

of privacy rights; rather, it was the location of where the nudity took place. Ergo, under the Fourth 
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Amendment, the “home” demarcates the scope of one’s “reasonable expectation of privacy,” 

imbuing him or her with the highest expectation of privacy afforded by constitutional law. In face of 

IoT-connectivity in the home, however, the core of Fourth Amendment protection decidedly 

crumbles.  

The level of exposure brought into the home by IoT technologies is fundamentally at odds 

with the Framers’ original intent with respect to the Fourth Amendment. IoT-connectivity among 

ordinary objects that are typically found in the consumer home, in conjunction with the third party 

doctrine, corrodes the explicit protections the Fourth Amendment sought to establish for the home 

space.61 Consider the following illustration: Indira is a single mom who likes to keep track of her 

exercise habits through her FitBit. She also lives in an IoT-connected home. A favorite pastime of 

hers is to stay in on Friday and Saturday nights to read romance novels on her Amazon Kindle and 

watch romantic comedies on Hulu, while consuming two to three servings of Chobani-brand Greek 

yogurt, her favorite evening-time snack. Perhaps in this scenario Indira’s “smart” refrigerator learns 

that she consumes about four to six servings of Greek yogurt per weekend. Upon being informed of 

this fact, the company that owns the “smart” refrigerator may then choose to share or sell this piece 

of information to other interested corporations such as Hulu, Wal-Mart, and many more.  

Based on the collected information about Indira, Hulu may then choose to intersperse her 

romantic comedies with ads featuring Greek yogurt and other similar snacks; Wal-Mart may 

continually mail or email Indira Chobani coupons, or perhaps strike a deal with Amazon asking it to 

insert ads that feature Wal-Mart’s low prices on Greek yogurt into all Kindles that are owned by 

women of a certain age group; Chobani, itself, might learn from aggregate data shared to it by a 

collection of IoT-connected home appliances and wearables that Greek yogurt is significantly 

popular among single moms, or that there is, say, a strong correlation among singlehood, Greek-
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yogurt consumption and yoga. This is all but a small sliver of the patterns and habits IoT companies 

and interested third parties may pick up on and then use for micro-targeting and behavioral 

advertising. And oftentimes, the consumer is completely unaware of what is transpiring within his or 

her home, which is supposedly a constitutionally protected area. Even if Indira were aware of the 

situation and sought to challenge the sharing of intimate data collected within her home, she would 

not be able to rely on the Constitution for doctrinal support. This is because, under the third party 

doctrine, she would be precluded from a “reasonable expectation of privacy” through her voluntary 

use of IoT-products within her home. To be sure, pre-IoT era judges, who were charged with 

interpreting the Fourth Amendment and, in doing so, formulated the third party doctrine as a 

limitation, were not imagining a reality in which such technologies and intra-home connectivity 

would become the norm. It is clear, however, that Fourth Amendment precedence is increasingly 

unequipped to address the types of issues crop up in a world increasingly defined by IoT-

connectivity.   

Fourth Amendment precedence would prevent law enforcement from conducting an 

unreasonable search of a home to access a person’s data that is embedded within his or her IoT 

devices, but protection against state intrusion is somewhat limited in face of modern technologies. 

Under cases such as Riley and Jones, the question of the direct physical removal of data is fairly easy 

to resolve, since the Fourth Amendment protects houses and effects and considers warrantless 

searches and seizures inside a home as presumptively unreasonable.62 In the seminal case of Riley v. 

California, the Court held that digital information embedded in a smartphone could not be searched 

without a warrant. (Notably, in order to reach such a holding, the Court differentiated physical 

objects from digital content/data within those physical objects.)63 In United States v. Jones, Justice 

Scalia held that, inserting an information-gathering device on one’s car—that is, an “effect” under 
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the Fourth Amendment—sans a warrant constituted an impermissible common-law trespass by law 

enforcement. Thus, literal examples of “persons, houses, papers, and effects” are clearly afforded 

constitutional protection. But assuming police were able to intercept the wireless signals from IoT 

devices emanating outside the home, such an act would not be recognized as an unreasonable search 

or seizure under Scalia’s narrow physical intrusion/trespass analysis. Scalia drastically circumscribed 

the scope of 4th Amendment privacy through his analysis in Jones; “wiretaps attached to telephone 

wires on public streets d[o] not constitute a Fourth Amendment search because ‘[t]here was no entry 

of the houses or offices of the defendants,’” he stated.64  

Still, unlike in the case of corporate intrusion into consumer privacy, the reasonable 

expectation of privacy test likely offers significant protection for persons whose data has been 

acquired by law enforcement via warrantless interception of emanating wireless signals by IoT 

devices. While not a perfect parallel, in Kyllo, the Court held that the use of a thermal imaging device 

to scan heat patterns of a private home was a Fourth Amendment search because such an action 

violated a reasonable expectation of privacy.65 Similarly in Jardines, the scent of marijuana trailing 

from a private home was protected from capture by a trained police dog on the curtilage.66 Thus, by 

analogy, IoT communication signals that emanate from inside one’s home are likely protected from 

capture by law enforcement. (Of course, the question remains whether such protection extends to 

communications that are captured at some distance from the home, but this issue ventures beyond 

the scope of this paper.) The corporate sector, in stark contrast to state actors, enjoys much greater 

latitude in terms of accessing and using consumer data and is not limited by precedent or law to the 

same extent that the state is. 
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As was mentioned earlier, information shared with third parties, including commercial 

entities, is not currently protected by the Fourth Amendment.67 While the Supreme Court’s decision 

in Kyllo hinged on the fact a thermal imaging device was used on a home, in United States v. Miller, the 

Court held that no reasonable expectation of privacy exists in financial records that are maintained 

by a person’s bank because “the Fourth Amendment does not prohibit the obtaining of information 

revealed to a third party and conveyed by him to Government authorities.”68 Likewise, in Smith v. 

Maryland, the Court concluded that there was no reasonable expectation of privacy when the 

government acquired a list of phone numbers dialed by a person from the phone company because 

people “know that they must convey numerical information to the phone company” and cannot 

“harbor any general expectation that the numbers they dial will remain secret.”69 Thus, emerged the 

third party doctrine, whose implications for the digital age are enormous. As legal scholar Daniel 

Solove writes,  

Today, so much of our data is maintained by third parties. Countless companies 
maintain records about us. We store documents and photos with cloud service 
providers. Credit card companies keep detailed records about our purchases. Our 
location information is available to telecommunications companies. Our Web 
surfing activity is in the hands of ISPs. Merchants such as Amazon.com have 
records about our purchases of books and movies and other things. The 
government no longer needs to enter a person's home to learn about that person—
the books that person is reading, the person's communications, hobbies, interests, 
intellectual exploration, and more can all be learned from third party records.70   

 
The third party doctrine is largely why the Fourth Amendment lacks teeth when digital data is 

involved. In fact, several courts have held that broad government surveillance programs, including 

some of the NSA's surveillance programs, escape the reach of Fourth Amendment protection due to 
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the third party doctrine.71 Yet, at the very core of the Fourth Amendment stands the right of a 

person to retreat into his or her home and, there, to be free from unreasonable governmental 

intrusion. The notion that, under the third party doctrine, consumers lose their reasonable 

expectation of privacy in collected data by voluntarily purchasing and using IoT devices, runs 

counter to the original intent of the Fourth Amendment to protect one’s home—the quintessential 

citadel of one’s private sovereignty.   

The inapplicability of the reasonable expectation of privacy test in this context, coupled with 

the flood of recently passed Executive Orders and laws that encourage the mutual sharing of 

information between the private sector and the government in the name of cyber security, make for 

a robust, multifaceted regime of intrusion into private home life. The Cybersecurity Act of 2015, for 

example, was passed as part of Congress’s spending bill and provides immunities for sharing 

cybersecurity threat information between private sector and federal government entities. Notably, 

the Act includes an exemption, enabling information that is shared by private organizations to be 

exempt from the Freedom of Information Act and to be considered propriety information of the 

originating private entity, should that entity designate it as such.72 Such bills reflect a belief held by 

both the corporate sector and the government that, consumers possess no conceivable ownership 

right over data collected about them. Earlier this year, ridesharing company Uber Technologies 

released its first ever transparency report detailing the information requests made by not only law 

enforcement agencies, but also by regulators. Between July and December 2015, Uber provided 

information (i.e., data on trips, trip requests, pickup and dropoff areas, fares, vehicles and drivers) on 

more than 12 million riders and drivers to various U.S. regulators and on 469 users to state and 
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federal law agencies.73 Indeed, the sharing of data from companies to third parties is widespread and, 

more often than not, difficult to track. So, while the state cannot physically enter a person’s home 

and directly remove one’s IoT-device data within the home under the holding in Kyllo, it can still 

largely circumvent that limitation by requesting the same information from IoT manufacturers and 

companies. The decision over what to do with consumer data solely lies with the collecting 

company—even if the government requests info without a warrant.  

ii.  A Feeble Patchwork of Federal Protections  
 

Throughout the twentieth century, when the Supreme Court would adjudicate cases that 

rendered the Fourth Amendment inapplicable to new technologies, Congress would often respond 

by passing piecemeal legislation that would function to provide some level of protection.74 The 

architecture of this statutory regime, however, is rather weak and porous in nature—especially when 

assessed against pervasive IoT-connectivity. Outside of limited sector-specific contexts, most 

privacy statutes that are currently in place are either outdated or fail to comprehensively address 

companies’ use of consumer data, since they are, for the most part, retroactive in nature and apply 

when harm to the consumer has already occurred.  

1. Patient Health Information. In general, current state and federal statutes increasingly lack 

the fortitude needed to guarantee their usual slate of protections for persons in the context of IoT. 

And, the laws that do furnish robust privacy protections are limited to narrow contexts, such as 

when there is a data breach or misuse of patient health information or sensitive financial 

information. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPPA), for 

instance, is a comprehensive set of provisions that mandate benefit plans, providers, and health care 

clearing houses to reasonably safeguard patient health information (PHI) from any use or disclosure 
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that violates the rule’s requirements.75 A brief look at past HIPPA-related regulatory actions will 

reflect the fact that Health and Human Services (HHS) takes the security and privacy of patient 

health information very seriously. For example, HHS required the New York Presbyterian Hospital 

to pay $3 million dollars in fines because the hospital accidentally disclosed the e-PHI of about 6,800 

patients to Google and other Internet search entities.76 In another HIPPA enforcement case, the 

estranged husband of one of Lincare Inc.’s manager complained that his wife had allowed him 

access to the PHI of medical equipment provider Lincair’s patients. She had left documents 

containing PHI in her car despite knowing her husband had the keys to the car, and when she 

moved out of their marital home, she left those documents behind. While the documents were 

removed by her without authorization, Lincare was found to have violated HIPPA because it did 

not implement policies and procedures to reasonably safeguard records containing its patients’ PHI, 

and was ordered to pay a civil penalty of $239,800.77 Regarding IoT-collected data, the Federal Trade 

Commission has reportedly called for more updated and consistent HIPPA standards, contending 

that “healthcare applications increasingly are collecting the same sensitive information from patients 

as doctors’ offices and insurance companies through consumer-facing products not covered by 

HIPPA.”78 While individuals have a right under HIPPA to access their health information79, such a 

right comes to a screeching halt in the context of commercial collection of data since companies 

own data that is collected about its customers. In a report issued in 2013, the FTC contends that, 

“Consumers should have transparency and choices over their sensitive health information, 
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regardless of who collects it.”80 Thus, even HIPPA, which is comparatively robust in terms of 

privacy protections, falls short in the context of IoT. 

2. Sensitive Financial Information. The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) applies to the 

handling of customer information by all financial institutions over which the Federal Trade 

Commission has jurisdiction.81 The Act sets forth standards for developing, implementing, and 

maintaining reasonable administrative, technical and physical safeguards to protect the security, 

confidentiality, and integrity of customer information (any record containing nonpublic personal 

information about a customer of a financial institutions, whether in paper, electronic, or other form, 

that is handled/maintained by on behalf of the customer or his/her affiliates).82 Interestingly, the 

GLBA was passed in 1998, in part, as a response to the then-common practice among banks, credit 

card companies, and other financial institutions to sell private information such as bank balances 

and account numbers to outside companies.83 Under the act, financial institutions cannot sell 

customer information for purposes of telemarketing, even if the consumer fails to opt-out of sharing 

personal financial information.84  

The Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) regulates how consumer-reporting agencies (CRAs) 

use consumer information to make determinations about credit, insurance, or employment. It aims 

to promote the accuracy, fairness, and privacy of consumer information in the files of these 

agencies.85 Under the Act, a person has the right to be told if his file has been used against him; 

anyone who uses a credit report to deny a person’s application for credit, insurance, or employment 
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or to take another adverse action against him or her must tell that person. Further, a person has the 

right to “file disclosure”—the right to know what is in his or her files. He or she also has the right to 

dispute incomplete and inaccurate information, and CRAs are required under the Act to investigate 

unless the dispute is deemed frivolous. CRAs are also required to correct or delete inaccurate, 

incomplete, or unverifiable information usually within 30 days and may not report outdated negative 

information (i.e., negative information that is more than 7 years old or bankruptcies that are more 

than 10 years old). And, CRAs must also seek a person’s written consent for his or her report to be 

provided to employers or potential employers.86 Despite the number of rights the FCRA confers 

onto consumers, it excludes most “first parties” that collect consumer information. Thus, it would 

not generally cover “IoT device manufacturers that do their own in-house data analytics. Nor would 

[it] cover companies that collect data directly from consumers’ connected devices and use the data to 

make in-house credit, insurance, or other eligibility decisions—something that could become 

increasingly common as the IoT develops.”87 Likewise, companies may increasingly condition lower 

prices on using IoT devices. An insurance company, for example, may very well offer consumers the 

option to submit data collected from a wearable fitness tracker, in exchange for the prospect of 

lowering their health insurance premium. In this scenario, the FCRA’s requirements for handling 

sensitive health information, such requiring the ability to access the information and correct errors, 

may not apply.  

3. Stored Communications. In 1986, Congress amended Title III of the Federal 

Communications Act with the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA).88 The Act 

restructured Title III into three titles: Title I, known as the “Wiretap Act,” dealt with the 

interception of communications; Title II, known as the “Stored Communications Act,” handled 
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access to stored communications and records; and Title III, known as the “Pen Register Act,” dealt 

with pen registers and trap and trace devices.89 The Act covers “wire,” “oral” and “electronic” 

communications—the latter typically consisting of text and images, such as e-mail.90 Although the 

Fourth Amendment may not cover communications stored by service providers under the third 

party doctrine, Title II of the ECPA does offer some level of protection, since the Act governs the 

use of stored communications, such as those stored by a phone company or ISP.91 That being said, 

while Title II of the ECPA restricts the government’s ability to access stored communications to a 

fairly high degree, it is ill-equipped to protect data stored on the cloud and therefore address privacy 

concerns stemming from use of IoT devices in the home.  

In general, there is a great deal of activity on the Internet that does not come within the 

purview of the ECPA, such as information collected by websites and IoT devices. In In Re 

DoubleClick, Inc. Privacy Litigation, for example, a district court in New York concluded that the use 

and access of cookies by DoubleClick did not violate the ECPA because the “DoubleClick-affiliated 

Web sites had consented to DoubleClick’s access of plaintiffs’ communications to them.”92 Records 

maintained by online retailers and websites are often not considered “communications” within the 

meaning of the ECPA.93 By extension, similar treatment can be assumed in the context of passive 

collection of data by IoT devices. Unsurprisingly, the ECPA is considered by many privacy 

advocates to be outdated and out of touch with how people currently share, store and use electronic 

information. For example, email that is stored on a third party’s server for more than 180 days is 

considered by the law to be abandoned, and as a result, a warrant to access it is not needed after 180 
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days.94 Yet, emails, social media posts and other user-generated online content stored by IPSs and 

other email service providers often remain on the cloud permanently. The ECPA is outdated with 

respect to IoT technologies because it was passed at a time when emails were stored on third-party 

servers temporarily until the email was transferred to the user’s email client.95 Now, however, users 

of online email services are much more likely to store emails online indefinitely, beyond 180 days. 

While Title II of the ECPA restricts the government’s ability to access communications stored by a 

user’s ISP (i.e., the government must only secure a warrant to obtain the contents of 

communications in electronic storage for 180 days or less96), it could easily choose to wait 180 days 

and then gain access to the contents of the communications with few judicial barriers—a process 

that is considerably less stringent than the Fourth Amendment’s warrant requirement.97  

In light of the statute’s inclusion of an outdated 180-day sunset on stored communications, 

Microsoft has sued the federal government for the right to inform its customers when a federal 

agency views their emails. The suit argues that “the government’s actions contravene the Fourth 

Amendment, which establishes the right for people and businesses to know if the government 

searches or seizes their property . . . and Microsoft's First Amendment right to free speech.”98 In 

recent years, the government has increasingly used the ECPA as a means to direct investigations at 

parties that store data in the cloud, exacerbating the latest series of clashes over privacy between the 

tech industry and the federal government. As scholar Mathew Mason puts it, sensor-based 

technologies such as “[s]martphones regularly transmit the name, location, and signal strength of 

nearby networks to a company like Apple or Google, enabling the phone company to pinpoint a 

user’s location . . . [and] many popular apps use and occasionally share location data absent the 
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user’s knowledge or consent.”99 Consequently, in the case of IoT devices, law enforcement could 

gain access to a person’s IoT data that is stored in the cloud for more than 180 days without a 

warrant—and, in essence, walk through the threshold of a home’s front door without a person’s 

authorization. Of course, this shatters the Fourth Amendment’s long-held conferral of the highest 

level of privacy for one within the four corners of his home.  Fortunately, there is has been a recent 

push in Congress to pass the E-mail Privacy Act, which would update the ECPA and, among other 

things, “requires the government to get a probable cause criminal warrant to access emails, social 

media posts and other online content” stored in the cloud by IPS and other email service providers. 

It also eliminates the 180-day sunset on stored communications.100 So far, the Email Privacy Act has 

passed in the House unanimously; and as of late May 2016, it is pending review and approval by the 

Senate Judiciary Committee.101 

4. Broader contexts. Outside of the federal laws described above, regulation over the 

collection, use and disclosure of consumer information by commercial entities is much less 

comprehensive. Of most significance is the Federal Trade Commission’s role in enforcing privacy 

and information security principles against corporate entities through Section 5 of the FTC Act, 

which prohibits “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce” by all persons 

engaged in commerce, including banks.102 Because the FTC has enormous investigatory powers, it 

has used the “unfair or deceptive” standard to file hundreds of suits against several businesses. 

Under the Act, an act or practice is “deceptive” where: “a representation, omission, or practice 

misleads or is likely to mislead the consumer; a consumer’s interpretation of the representation, 
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omission, or practice is considered reasonable under the circumstances; and the misleading 

representation, omission, or practice is material.”103 Likewise, an act or practice is “unfair” where: 

“causes or is likely to cause substantial injury to consumers, cannot be reasonably avoided by 

consumers, and is not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition.”104 

The FTC’s authority under the Act is quite broad, as was illustrated in Federal Trade Commission v. 

Wyndham, where the 3rd Circuit held that the FTC has the power to enforce inadequate data security 

practices under the unfairness prong of § 5(a) of the FTC Act.105 Essentially, if the FTC feels that a 

company has acted “unfairly or deceptively” then it has the broad and sweeping power to file suit or 

seek fines from that company.  

 Privacy law is increasingly being defined by a burgeoning common-law of FTC enforcement 

actions, which has developed through the use of its “unfair and deceptive” standard. In short, the 

FTC has become the leading federal agency to regulate privacy and data security.106 Yet, Section 5 of 

the FTC Act, though broad due to its inclusion of vague standards, falls short of capturing the full 

scope of corporate entities’ collection, use and disclosure of its consumer data. This is primarily 

because FTC enforcement is reactionary, in that it cannot mandate what policies and privacy 

provisions companies must adopt. And relatedly, it penalizes companies for unfair or deceptive 

privacy practices only after the consumer has been harmed by such practices.  

Short of a company deceptively burying a material provision in a long user agreement that 

details, for example, the extent to which it monitors the consumer107, companies are easily able to 

comply with the FTC Act as long as they provide notice in the form of privacy policies and/or 
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terms of service/use and act in accordance to what is published in those documents. In other words, 

as long as companies include in their policies the nature of their use and collection of consumer 

data, it will be difficult for the FTC to deem that a given practice “unfair or deceptive” even if the 

company uses the data in a way that is unsavory to consumer privacy interests. As was mentioned 

before, consumer privacy is largely within the purview of industry self-regulation, and as a result, 

companies include language within their policies that are most favorable to their commercial goals. 

Given that data mining is a proverbial “cash cow” in today's commercial climate, companies end up 

shelling out a great deal of money to third-party data brokers, who in turn provide them with 

valuable information that allows them to target their advertisements and marketing campaigns 

towards their consumers with heightened precision. This is largely why many companies' privacy 

policies, within in a single provision, explain away the disclosure and sharing of customers' non-

personal information in rather circuitous and terms, often including opaque, "we may or may not do X 

with your information"-type of language. For example, LinkedIn’s online privacy policy states, “We 

may transfer your information and process it outside your country of residence, wherever LinkedIn, 

its affiliates and service providers operate.” The catch-all term, “service providers” and “affiliates” 

should give one pause: What does consenting to the sharing of one’s information with “service 

providers” imply in a practical sense? Google, likewise, states that may share non-PII publicly or with 

its “partners – like publishers, advertisers or connected sites.” As was mentioned in earlier sections, 

some experts agree that there is a possibility for third parties to accurately infer certain PII due to 

their access to a wide slate of information. Thus, that a company couches a vague term like 

“partners” within its privacy policy presents enormous implications for consumer privacy. Indeed, 

shortly after Facebook’s launch of its Beacon program in 2010, a group of plaintiffs filed a class 

action against the company, accusing it of sending the browsing information between a Facebook 

user’s computer and the websites of Beacon affiliates without authorization. Although the feature 
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was opt-out, a user had to understand the privacy controls on Facebook as well as of all of its 40+ 

website affiliates in order to make an informed decision about visiting Beacon affiliates.108 Of course, 

imposing such an onerous burden onto the lay user goes against sound policy.   

In the case of IoT-connectivity within consumers’ homes, the FTC will be hard pressed to 

use its authority to protect consumer interests against companies that legally self-regulate in ways 

that facilitate reserving the maximum level of discretion over consumer data for themselves. As 

Professor Chris Hoofnagle puts it, the FTC’s biggest failure is the fact that it “has not found a way 

to police data brokers. Data brokers both create new privacy problems and intensify existing ones by 

offering mechanisms to secretly identify consumers and to link their otherwise pseudonymous 

behavior. The market provides little incentive for data brokers to recognize individuals’ privacy 

interests. The FTC has failed to police data brokers because internally, it struggles to articulate how 

data brokers’ systemic undermining of privacy rights creates marketplace harms.”109  

iii.  The Overall Consequence of Such Gaps  

The porous nature of U.S.’s statutory to modern-day privacy needs, the fact that the FTC’s 

“fair and deceptive” standard only applies after consumer harm has taken place, the third party 

doctrine’s limitation on the Fourth Amendment’s scope of protection, and the predominance of 

industry self-regulation—taken together—work in concert to enable corporate entities to collect, 

use, and disclose consumer data to a remarkable degree. Simply put, these companies—especially 

those in the IoT industry—wield tremendous power over the average consumer, even while he or 

she is acting within the confines of his or her “home,” which is in theory supposed to demarcate 

one’s most intimate sphere of privacy.  
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V.  EMERGING POLICY CONCERNS & POSSIBLE RECOMMENDATIONS  
 

As was mentioned above, through a regime of self-regulation for most uses of consumer 

data, corporations are able to fulfill their notice and choice obligations by couching material terms 

within the lengthy provisions service/use and privacy policies. Oftentimes, these terms of service or 

privacy policies are intentionally written in way that makes them difficult for a lay consumer to 

understand and, for the most part, only decipherable to privacy advocates and lawyers. So, while a 

company’s terms of service and/or privacy policies will lay out what the company plans to do with 

collected consumer data, these policies really amount to contracts of adhesion110—a “David and 

Goliath”-type situation, if you will.  

Consumers essentially have two options: either agree to all the terms the company puts forth 

or forego using the IoT device altogether. This is especially true in the context of online services that 

are offered for free such as Facebook or Twitter. Whether users know it or not, they are most likely 

the product in such transactions. In what is referred to as the “privacy bargain,” users give up some 

personal data to tech companies in return for the free, convenient services.111 And, even when 

consumers have paid a monetary sum in exchange for the provision of a service or ownership of a 

smart object, they still do not own the data that is collected in the course of either. That, along with 

the fact that, were each and every Internet user “to read every privacy policy on every website they 

visit would spend 25 days out of the year just reading privacy policies,”112 pushes a lay consumer to hastily 

and, oftentimes, unknowingly agree to a slate of terms that is highly skewed in favor of the 

company. Technically, in these scenarios, the user has received adequate “notice” and the company, 
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“consent”; but in practice, the level of transparency at the point of exchange that would enable 

consumers to make informed decisions about their data is certainly lacking.   

In the context of IoT devices in the home, the matter turns a shade more complicated. One 

of the challenges in the area of passive collection by IoT devices is that even notice and choice do 

not work; the collection of data by various IoT devices within the home is seamless and inter-

communication among those devices, continuous. With sensor-based technologies—especially as 

they become integrated into the product as standard features—consent is increasingly more difficult 

to obtain. The heightened likelihood of unauthorized collection within the consumer home further 

highlights the encroachment upon consumer privacy that IoT-ubiquity potentially causes.  

The key question that underlies passive data collection by IoT devices centers on who should 

control and own that data. Given the costs and benefits of innovation, investment and development 

in the consumer-oriented IoT industry, U.S. lawmakers should seek a solution that strikes a balance 

between consumer and industry interests.  In doing so, the U.S. might draw lessons from the line of 

cases in the European Union where the “right to personality” is championed. The U.S. and E.U. 

regulatory regimes differ greatly with respect to how each conceptually views privacy, and this can 

be attributed in part to cultural and anthropological differences between the two. Continental Law 

(e.g., German Basic Law), for example, places great value in citizens' “right to personality” and 

“right to be forgotten,” to name a few, whereas the U.S. tends to embrace an "everything is fair 

game"/safe harbor mentality that is markedly less rigorous in regulatory terms.113 The right to 

privacy in the U.S. has relatively been more centered on the idea of personal liberty, as opposed to 

Continental Law, which views the right to privacy as an expression of personal dignity.114 In contrast 

with the porous nature of U.S. privacy law detailed in the above sections, European law recognizes 

privacy as a fundamental right: Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights protects 
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“the right to respect for private family and family life,” and the European Union’s Charter of 

Fundamental Rights, which features articles on both “Respect for Privacy and Family Life” and 

“Protection of Personal Data.”115  

In stark contrast to the U.S., where the consumer has no ownership right over his or her 

data in the context of consumer IoT devices, Europe has been more concerned with protecting 

one’s right to control his or her public image, or in other words, his or her data.116 As was evidenced 

by the Supreme Court’s decision in Acton, where the location of nudity rather than the nudity itself 

informed the application of the reasonable expectation of privacy test, the U.S. treats the “home” as 

the metaphoric and literal core of a person’s privacy. However, this conception of privacy may be 

outdated in today’s IoT-oriented world. Conversely, in Europe—in Germany, for example—nudity 

in parks is still considered within the ambit of one’s intimate sphere of privacy.117 The same goes for 

nude photos in Europe—even if a person transfers his or her right to privacy to those photos, he or 

she still has the option to revoke it from use.118  

In German Basic Law, a person’s dignity trumps property rights and freedom of expression; 

society is viewed as more than a sum of isolated individuals motivated by self-interests. Indeed, 

Article 2(1) of Basic Law creates a fundamental right in one’s inviolable sphere of privacy, stating 

that, “Every person shall have the right to free development of his personality insofar as he does not 

violate the rights of others or offend against the constitutional order of moral law.”119 Generally 

speaking, the emphasis on one’s inviolable personality in Continental Law explains why—unlike the 

U.S.—Europe is avidly protective of many kinds of “privacy,” ranging from consumer data, credit 
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reporting, workplace privacy, the dissemination of nude images on the Internet, and more.120 In 

France, consumer credit reports are furnished only by official sources and in the case of persons 

experiencing serious financial difficulty. The U.S.’s FCRA, on the other hand, is much less stringent 

in terms of disclosing CRAs. Most significantly, as legal scholar James Q. Whitman frames it,  

Europeans have aggressively condemned traffic in consumer data: IT is, European 
lawyers believe, a serious potential violation of the privacy rights of the consumer 
if marketers can purchase data bout his or her preferences, and regulation is thus 
imperative . . . [But] the continental attitude is not easy for Americans to 
understand . . . To put it in the language of American law and economics, 
trafficking in consumer data lowers search costs: It makes it easier for buyers and 
sellers to find each other, creating sales that would otherwise not have been made, 
and thereby enhances the efficiency of the market . . . [To be sure, this] does not 
mean that Americans do not experience anxiety about the traffic in their “private 
information.” But it does mean that American law has been far less categorical in 
its condemnations than European law. Whereas European law allows the 
collection of consumer data only for limited purposes and limited times, upon 
explicit consent of the affected person, and under government supervision, 
Americans are much more willing to tolerate industry self-regulation. Most of all, 
when they do propose regulation, they tend . . . to favor “market-based solutions 
to personal data protection” . . . “over the strict comprehensive regulatory regime . 
. . adopted in Europe.”121 

 
As a consequence, in the U.S., consumers are comparatively more at the mercy of corporate 

entities in terms of collection and use of their data than are European consumers. Of course, that is 

what has led to several U.S.-based multinational companies inevitably butting heads with E.U. 

regulators.122 German legal culture, for instance, embraces one’s “right to informational self-

determination”—i.e., the right to control the sorts of information disclosed about oneself—in 

connection with Article II’s “right to personality.”123 This idea has been widely embraced by 

European Law through protecting one’s “right to be forgotten.” In 2014, the top European court 

backed the “right to be forgotten,” holding that Google is required to delete “inadequate, irrelevant 
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or no longer relevant” data from its results when a person requests it. The ruling by the E.U.’s court 

of justice emerged from a case against Google Spain brought by a Spanish man “after he [had] failed 

to secure the deletion of an auction notice of his repossessed home dating from 1998 on the website 

of a mass circulation paper in Catalonia.” The European judges reiterated that the EU data 

protection directive establishes a “right to be forgotten,” making clear that Google is required to 

take responsibility as a “data controller” for the content that it renders searchable and may be 

required to delete its results even if the material was previously published legally.124 While the U.S. 

need not emulate the degree of privacy protections seen in the case here, it could consider 

incorporating some European values with respect to one’s right to be forgotten and right to 

informational self-determination.   

Thus, in lieu of enacting legislation over IoT technologies, whose end-trajectory is, at 

present, difficult to track and assess, Congress should enact flexible and technology-neutral federal 

legislation that functions to place more control in the hands of U.S. consumers at the point of 

sale/exchange as well as disable the limiting impact of the third party doctrine on Fourth 

Amendment protections for home-life privacy.  IoT devices in the home passively collect raw 

consumer data, which then has the capacity to piece together a highly detailed mosaic of a particular 

consumer’s intimate, otherwise hidden behavioral patterns and granulars of his or her private life. 

That, in conjunction with the third party doctrine, a consumer technically gives up his or her any 

reasonable expectation of privacy in that wealth of personalized data when he or she voluntarily uses 

the smart object, thereby accepting any attached terms of use. Indeed, in her concurring opinion in 

Jones, Justice Sotomayor wrote, “[I]t may be necessary to reconsider the premise that an individual 

has no reasonable expectation of privacy in information voluntarily disclosed to third parties,” 
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questioning the appropriateness of the third party doctrine in the digital age, in which people 

typically reveal a great deal of information about themselves to third parties in the course of carrying 

out quotidian tasks.125  

VI.  CONCLUSION 
 

In face of a future characterized by IoT-ubiquity across almost all realms of public and 

private life, the U.S. should not depend on piecemeal legislation and the third party doctrine—as it 

does now—to inform its conception of consumer privacy in connection with the use, collection and 

disclosure of consumer data. American policy- and lawmakers should instead craft future statutes, 

aimed at safeguarding contemporary consumer privacy and informational security, by incorporating 

the following action items, drawn from the analysis above:  

1. Improve notice and consent in the context of IoT by increasing transparency at the point of 
sale/exchange. In doing so, legislation should require IoT companies to explicitly and boldly 
highlight material terms and disclosures as well as generally increase the readability of their 
policies. This is so lay consumers are adequately informed about their rights when making 
decisions regarding their personal data. IoT household IoT devices should be specifically 
designed to obtain genuine and continual consent from the consumer.  

 
2. Incorporate European notions of one’s “right to be forgotten” and “right to informational 

self-determination,” so that consumers have some conception of an ownership right over 
their highly personal, homegrown data. Much like the case in HIPPA and FCRA, where 
consumers have the right to access their information, new legislation should include a strong 
right for the consumer to access his or her data from IoT manufacturers and companies.  

 
3. Embrace the FTC’s recommendation regarding data minimization, where IoT companies 

should be required to consider reasonably limiting their collection and retention of consumer 
data while balancing the interest in cultivating future, beneficial uses of that data.126 

 
Following these three steps will, at a minimum, steer the U.S. in the right direction and better equip 

it to address the evolving nature of consumer privacy in the context of emerging technologies. Most 

importantly, not only will these steps critically update the Fourth Amendment, but also will preserve 
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the Framers’ original intent to protect the sphere of privacy encircling the walls of one’s home, 

where one is free from both the public’s gaze and surveillance by a host of encroaching parties.  

 


